
A Mobile Enterprise Whitepaper

Engaging the Mobile Enterprise 
Audience – via SMS 

Enterprises Pressed to Follow their Mobile Employees and Customers 
If there’s one monolithic feature that has dominated the enterprise IT landscape in the past 
few years, few would hesitate to say it’s mobility. The growth of wireless infrastructure 
and mobile devices has untethered employees, consumers and shareholders alike, and 
anyone tasked with reaching these groups has seen fixed communication channels shrink 
in effectiveness as mobile messaging has grown.  

Mail is for snails; the newspaper that lands on the driveway is read by people whose 
average age is 57, according to the Carnegie Corporation.  Almost 25 percent of the 
United States population has dropped their landlines, according to the FCC. Even video 
has moved out of the house, and now rides on smart phones and tablets.

The enterprise is now pressed to follow its employees, customers, prospects and investors 
wherever they go, and IT, HR, marketing and other departments have had to consider 
a wide range of mobility approaches. Those tasked with reaching out have found their 
greatest reach in a relatively simple technology:  SMS. 

Commonly associated in the United States with inter-teenager communication, SMS and 
its multi-media brother, MMS, have been mushrooming in traffic volume around the 
world.  (See Fig. 1).  Over 6.9 trillion SMS messages were exchanged worldwide in 2010; 
total SMS traffic is expected to reach more than 11.6 trillion by the end of 2015. Person-
to-person messages, let alone teenage texting, account for only part, and not the largest 
part, of the new traffic.
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While SMS traffic volume is exploding, the cost of the service is not; market research firm 
Frost & Sullivan puts CAGR of revenue growth from 2007-2011 at only 5.9 percent, as 
opposed to 15.6 percent in message volume.  This is in large part due to the high adoption 
of unlimited service plans, which accounted for 90 percent of SMS subscribers in North 
America in 2010 and 75 percent in Western Europe, according to ABI Research.

SMArt PhonE USErS Still lol in SMS
In the great march to mobility, few may realize that SMS messaging is still the most widely 
used data feature on mobile phones, even among smart phones, which require data plans.  
In 2010 the Nielsen Company reported that 85 percent of smart phone users had used 
text messaging within the previous 30 days.  

The important thing to note, however, is that SMS is not limited to smart phones and 
does not require subscribers to have data plans. Because SMS signaling and text rides 
in-band, on the traditional cellular systems used around the world, it works on virtually 
every mobile phone, both feature and smart phones, globally.  It is agnostic to handset, 
carrier, and wireless technology.   

FIGURE 1
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SMS also requires very little technical expertise from the user, with no applications to 
download, ever, or special interfaces to learn. The arrival of QWERTY keyboards in 2003 
(See Fig. 2, Timeline), even on feature phones, elevated the medium from techie niche 
and teen note-passer to popular medium.  And 2006 saw a major tipping point, as users 
gained the widespread ability to text subscribers on other carriers, aided by Syniverse 
and other interconnecting/transcoding services.  This ubiquity, reach and ease of use now 
account for SMS’ resilience and popularity in business, as a real-time notification channel 
and a two-way vehicle for customer self-service.

FIGURE 2

Of all the emerging third-party instant messaging systems created by over-the-top players 
and device manufactures, none of these contenders for mobile messaging supremacy can 
claim SMS’ breadth of coverage or ease of use. Their populations of addressable users 
are still limited, fragmented into different handsets, operating systems and networks. 
SMS Growth Shifting from P2P to A2P

This is not to say that Skype, Google Chat, Messenger, Facebook and other online 
messaging systems are carrying low volumes of traffic.  They are indeed carrying billions 
of messages, but chiefly from one friend or contact to another (See Fig. 3).  The adoption 
of these fragmented, network- and application-specific P2P services probably explains 
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why the majority of growth in SMS is now in the commercial, application-to-person 
(“A2P”) sector  . 

A2P messages are those that recipients opt in to receive – either through employers, as 
with notices of workplace closings or direct paycheck deposits, or often through online 
registration.  The online offers are typified by airline sites that offer SMS updates on the 
status of your departure gate and time, by banks that offer account queries via text, or 
by auction sites that offer to notify you when bids are topped.

As the figure shows, the uptick in A2P SMS is predicted to be highest in North America 
and Asia Pacific through 2015.

rEASonS for SMS Growth 
SMS still holds the only claim to ubiquity.  As noted above, SMS still holds the undisputed 
lead in mobile messaging, and its universal reach is the first among many reasons why 
enterprises choose it for time-sensitive communication to its employees and publics. 

FIGURE 3
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Global reach.  SMS messages can reach almost all the world’s mobile phones. This, however, 
requires transport across the different wireless technologies (CDMA, GSM, others), 
protocols, addressing databases and data formats of different carriers – a task made 
possible by third-party interconnection hubs and network aggregators like Syniverse.  

Marketing ROI: Since SMS advertising is opt-in, it reaches an inherently receptive 
consumer and compares very favorably in effectiveness with other media. Given its direct-
response component, its ROI is also far more trackable.  

Customer Service ROI: A typical call center may process 8 million calls per year at an 
average of $10 per call; IVR costs average $0.30 to $0.40 per call (Source: eMarketer Javelin 
Strategy & Research).  SMS self-service queries average closer to $0.025 per message.

Reliability:  SMS messaging via Syniverse is operator-grade and has reliability that 
exceeds five nines – something neither IM nor email can provide. 

Security:  The SMS short codes that consumers “dial” for information or interaction 
cannot be spoofed or hacked like web sites can.  Similarly, since mobile phones are carried 
on a person, the identities of message recipient or sender are more trustworthy than those 
of users on web browsers, who can enter stolen user IDs and passwords from anywhere on 
earth.  In addition, mobile operator networks are harder to penetrate than IP networks, 
and aggregators like Syniverse have built-in fraud and SPAM controls.

Access to phone hardware: Unlike emails, SMS can communicate with device hardware, 
allowing it to trigger beeps and other such actions. 

SMS APPlicAtion in thE EntErPriSE 
In a study conducted by Palmer Research in 2010, nearly 75 percent of IT professionals 
were found to be using or planning to use SMS.  The top application areas were employee 
notification, customer service, outbound alerts, and marketing campaigns (See Fig. 4).

SMS is used by the enterprise in several different ways: It can be subscription-based, with 
subscriber sign-up via a website or WAP.  In this “mobile terminated” (MT) usage, the 
enterprise controls its online application and  the SMS service to push out such MT alerts 
as the familiar flight status checks, prescription reminders, price drops or promotional 
offers.  MT messages can embed calls to action, such as click-to-call.On a smart phone 
screen, when the recipient clicks, the system completes a call back to call center agents. 
 
SMS can also be mobile originated.  A handset user may see an offer to text a certain short 
code (a five- or six-digit number that can receive SMS) on a sign in a train station or on a 
printed advertisement. The user can enter that code to receive a text coupon, locate the 
nearest store, or request a catalog, all without call center help. 
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FIGURE 4

SMS messages can also enable two-way engagement when an enterprise sets up campaigns 
for the consumer to trigger an interaction.  For example, a consumer who wants to track 
an order shipment sends the keyword “TRACK” and the item’s tracking number to a short 
code. The enterprise responds with the shipment status.  Two-way messaging can also start 
the other way, with the enterprise sending an SMS requiring the customer to respond.  

In another example, consumers can send an SMS with the key word “Agent” to a 
short code and receive back a personal text that says a call center agent will call in five 
minutes.  Such services can win appreciation for sparing customers on-hold time and 
peak air minutes.  On a smart phone, such a message can offer a “click to call” to connect 
immediately, or links to web sites.

locAtion-AwArE MESSAGinG
Through operator cell sites, SMS technology has had the potential to use location 
information long before the advent of GPS. Enterprises can make use of this information 
(with handset owner permission) to send location-aware alerts and promotions to any 
mobile feature phone or smart phone.  SMS-based coupons or offers can be triggered 
to appear when phone owners come near specific retail outlets. Location awareness can 

Source: Palmer research Study, 2010
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also be used to prevent fraud: If a user’s credit card number is entered to make an online 
purchase from an IP address in San Francisco, while his or her mobile phone registers its 
presence in Baltimore, the card-issuing bank is alerted. The online merchant can then 
refuse to complete the transaction or request additional proof of identity. 

It’s that close, persistent association between individual and mobile phone – as well as 
privacy – that make SMS a frequent, viable choice for verification and authentication 
applications.  

To illustrate: An online retailer could store a customer’s mobile phone number on file, so 
that in the event that customer forgets his or her password, the retailer can simply use SMS 
to send a temporary access code, so the password can be reset. If the request is coming 
from the consumer, he or she will have a mobile phone within reach. If the request is not 
from the actual consumer, however, the would-be fraudster would not have access to the 
consumer’s mobile device and would not be able to reset the password. 

FIGURE 5
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thE SMS EcoSyStEM
From the view of the enterprise, the SMS ecosystem consists of five key entities (See Fig. 5): 

1. The mobile-carrying customer or prospect – For example, the person who 
sees an advertised offer of an instant $15-off coupon to enroll in a retailer’s loyalty 
program by texting a key word to an SMS short code 

2. The mobile operator – Relays the message from the user’s handset to the 
messaging aggregator

3. The messaging aggregator – Provides the lookup and connectivity to direct 
the messages between consumer and application, both of which can be anywhere 
in the world

4. The application host – Programs and runs the interactive SMS  application that 
enrolls the customer in the enterprise campaign and returns any follow-up messages

5. The enterprise itself – Designs its enterprise campaign, publicizes its SMS short 
code number via in-store signage or other advertising,  accumulates  the resulting 
database of acquired customer information, and maintains control and ROI tracking 
of the application through its online interface. 

why StArt with SynivErSE in thE cEntEr 
Enterprises looking to incorporate SMS into their mobile strategies can make Syniverse 
their first point of contact. A worldwide leader in the mobile ecosystem for more 
than 20 years, Syniverse simplifies the complexities of roaming, messaging, network 
interoperability and business intelligence for over 900 mobile operators, MSOs, enterprise 
verticals and emerging mobile providers.  

Syniverse’s enterprise customers include eight of the top 10 US Banks, the top five credit 
card issuers, three of the top five airlines and two of India’s top three banks. They also 
include the world leaders in online payment and money transfers.

As long-standing specialist in making mobile work for businesses, Syniverse is trusted with 
customers’ most sensitive information. With georedundant, primary data sites in nine 
cities around the world and network hubs in eight locations, its infrastructure is resistant 
to natural and man-made disasters. 

Syniverse actively monitors more than 12,000 individual points in its aggregate messaging 
infrastructure, covering facilities, hardware, third-party applications, in-house developed 
software and network links. Such monitoring provides a broad set of information from 
which it can prevent system failures, respond immediately to incidents, and offer superior 
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SLAs. Syniverse also delivers 90 percent of its messages in under five seconds; 99 percent 
within 15.

Along with intercarrier lookup and routing, Syniverse supplies template SMS A2P 
applications for major verticals, ready for customization by partners or by enterprise IT 
departments through industry-standard APIs.  

SAMPlE USE cASES
Here are just a few of the industries and the ways in which Syniverse enterprise customers 
are using SMS: 

Financial
A well-known mobile payments/remittance company enables consumers to trigger their 
monthly car payment from mobile phones. The application delivers bill and payment due 
notifications and receives payment via SMS. Consumers easily initiate their payment via 
SMS keyword, drawing funds from debit or credit card information previously entered 
online. The first month this program was live, it achieved a 37-percent activation rate. 

Workflow Management
A leading labor management service for restaurants promotes workflow efficiency via 
SMS text messaging. Managers can assign, change, approve schedules, see who’s working, 
request a shift change, pick up a shift and more all via SMS two-way messages.  The system 
enables managers to accomodate late-breaking changes without requiring personnel to 
have smart phones or data plans.

online Portal
One of the world’s top online search portals uses SMS for mobile search. Consumers 
send their search queries via SMS to receive text results back on local listings, weather, 
movies, stock quotes, driving directions, currency conversions, zip codes, translations and 
more. Syniverse powers this service in the United States, Canada, China and South Korea, 
delivering more than 50 million SMS messages per month. 

Travel & Hospitality
Consumers request hotel availability and rates via short codes. They can readily find hotels, 
searching properties based on city, upgrade their room, or send “call me” to a short code 
to receive a call from a reservation agent. Text messaging makes it easy to check and 
redeem loyalty program points, as well.
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Healthcare
SMS provides a secure, reliable channel for health care companies and professionals to 
keep in touch with partners, care providers and patients. Pharmacies can improve service 
by reminding customers to refill prescriptions, check on prescription status, and alert 
them to promotions, discounts, and sales. Doctors and dentists can remind patients of 
upcoming appointments. Insurance companies can update policy holders on claims status 
and health plan changes.    

retail & brands
A large North American sporting goods retailer is promoting a loyalty program through 
in-store signage and encouraging customer participation by offering instant $15-off 
coupon. When consumers text the given keyword to the retailer’s short code, they receive 
a message in return, asking for their email address to enroll. Once enrolled, the consumer 
immediately receives a reward coupon and loyalty account number via SMS. They then 
receive weekly messages about new products and store openings, special offers and 
coupons.   More than 275,000 members have been enrolled to date, and that number is 
growing by 8,400 members per month. 

conclUSion
No matter how many developers launch new messaging systems, the only ubiquitous 
technology for mobile messaging remains SMS. The act of sending text messages, even 
on smart phones, will remain a leading form of person-to-person communication, since 
the sender knows the person on the other end will receive the message, no matter what 
kind of handset that person carries, or what mobile network the recipient is using. The 
reach of SMS transcends mobile technologies, international borders, and operators as 
well as devices.  

The area of greatest growth in SMS today lies in business applications (A2P). These are 
used by enterprises as a means to notify, attract, engage or inform employees, customers, 
patients, investors and any other target audience – in sum, any mobile public.  

The company predominantly responsible for making that traffic reach its destination is 
Syniverse, which makes mobile messaging routable to more than 4 billion people over 800 
different operator connections, and produces customizable SMS applications for many 
vertical industries.  Provided as a platform and a package that dramatically reduces the 
cost of individual messages, these applications should be part of the mobile strategy of 
any employee- or public-facing organization.
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AboUt SynivErSE
Syniverse makes mobile work for more than 900 mobile operators, cable and Internet 
providers, and enterprises in over 160 countries. With unmatched expertise and more than 
20 years simplifying the complexities of roaming, messaging and networking, Syniverse 
serves as the force at the center of the mobile communications universe, keeping people 
connected today and forging new connections for tomorrow. Nobody knows mobile like 
Syniverse. For more information, visit www.syniverse.com, follow Syniverse on Twitter or 
find Syniverse on Facebook.
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